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VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES FOR HILL'S SPHERICAL
VORTEX AND NEARLY SPHERICAL VORTICES

YIEH-HEI WAN

ABSTRACT. In this paper, vortex rings are regarded as axisymmetric motions

without swirl of an incompressible inviscid fluid in space, with vorticity con-

fined to their finite cores. The main results of this paper are (H) Hill's spherical

vortex is a "nondegenerate" local maximum of the energy function subject to

a fixed impulse, among vortex rings. (N) Norbury's nearly spherical vortex is

a "nondegenerate" local maximum of the energy function subject to a fixed

impulse, and a fixed circulation. Estimates are established to overcome the

discontinuity of vorticity distributions, and the singular behavior of Stoke's

stream functions near the axis of symmetry. The spectral analysis involves the

use of Legendre's functions.

1. Introduction. In this paper, we consider axisymmetric motions without

swirl of an incompressible inviscid fluid in space, with zero velocity at infinity.

We shall restrict ourselves to a vortex ring, in which the vorticity is confined to a

bounded region (called the core) and its magnitude is equal to the distance to the

axis of symmetry.

A vortex ring is said to be steady if it moves without change of shape and

propagates at a constant speed along its axis of symmetry. Helmiiolz's vortex ring

[14, 8] is steady and it has a solid torus with small cross section as its core. On

the other hand, Hill's spherical vortex [14, 11] is steady and it has a solid sphere

as its core. Norbury [18, 19] found a family of steady vortex rings which connect

Helmholtz's vortex ring to Hill's spherical vortex. The shape of the cores in this

family changes at Hill's spherical vortex.

Variational characterizations of steady motions often enable us to draw stability

results. This idea in fluid mechanics went back at least to Kelvin [13]. The varia-

tional characterizations based on stream functions for Helmholtz's rings and Hill's

vortex ring have been established by Fraenkel and others [1, 9]. We aim to show

that one can also verify variational characterizations based on conserved quantities

for Hill's spherical vortex and Norbury's nearly spherical vortex [19]. Therefore,

one obtains stability results for these vortex rings within the class of axisymmetric

motions.

The formulation of our variational principles was suggested by Benjamin [5] and

Friedman and Turkington [10]. Indeed, the main results of this paper are as follows:

,„,        Hill's spherical vortex is a "nondegenerate" local maximum of the

energy function subject to a fixed impulse, and a constraint Z = 0.
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Norbury's nearly spherical vortex is a "nondegenerate" local max-

(N)        imum of the energy function subject to a fixed impulse, a fixed

circulation, and a constraint Z = 0.

Notice that one has the impulse [14, 6] as a conserved quantity corresponding

to the translation invariance nature of our problem. The constraint Z = 0 will

be defined in §2, and it is not a translation invariance. Our local maximum c^

(in (H) or (N)) is "nondegenerate" in the sense that: the negative of increments

of energy at cA bounds a positive quadratic function of the variations of vorticity

within the given constraints near cA. One needs such a priori estimates in order

to draw stability results from variational principles based on conserved quantities.

Our results complement those of Friedman and Turkington [10] and Fraenkel and

Berger [9], in which they provide the existence of steady vortex rings via variational

principles.

In [2, 3] Arnold showed how one can establish a priori estimates in a smooth

setting, and hence one can obtain a nonlinear stability result. These geometri-

cal considerations have been exploited recently by Marsden and Weinstein [15].

They also formulated this method for general Hamiltonian systems and coined it

as Casimir-energy method. For more details and applications, see Holm et al. [12].

However, one cannot apply this method to motions of vortex patches (in R2), for

the vorticity has discontinuity and the setting is not smooth. In [21], Wan and Pul-

virenti show how to overcome this difficulty. Indeed, one can reduce this problem to

a smooth one in some suitable sense. This idea is used in Tang [20] successfully to

establish a variational principle and a stability result for Kirchhoff's elliptic vortex.

For axisymmetric flows, we can take a half-plane as a cross section and formulate

our problem on this half-plane. This formulation is very similar to that of vortex

patches. A steady vortex ring corresponds to a steady translating vortex patch.

In principle, a vortex ring near a steady vortex ring allows the possibility of long

thin and complicated filaments moving relatively far from the steady one, as that

can happen to a vortex patch. For Hill's spherical vortex, a thin spike can grow

from the rear stagnation point [16]. Thus, we like to use the method in [21] to

overcome the nonsmoothness nature of our problem. Our problem has another

complication due to the singular behavior (of Stokes' stream functions, etc.) near

the axis of symmetry. The regularity result for Stokes' stream functions presented

as Proposition 2 in the Appendix helps us to resolve this singularity.

Let us now outline the idea of proving our main results (H) and (N). First,

by using an implicit function theorem to a suitable mapping, one makes a clever

choice of a vortex c*, G1-close to the steady one cs and satisfying the same given

constraints so that one can prove E(c) < E(c*). Here, E(c) denotes the energy of

the vortex c. Secondly, by some lengthy computations, one can obtain a second

order Taylor expansion for E(c*) around cs with a nice estimate of the remainder.

Thus, E(c*) < E(cs) follows by proving the negative definiteness of the second order

term. For Hill's spherical vortex, this can be carried out by a spectral analysis which

involves Legendre's functions of order 1 as eigenfunctions. For a nearly spherical

vortex, it suffices to show that its second order term is approximated by that of

Hill's spherical vortex in a suitable sense. Combining the above two inequalities,

one has E(c) < E(cs).
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The precise statements of our main results in this paper are given in §2 as

Theorems (H) and (N). The proofs of Theorems (H) and (N) are given in two steps

in §§3 and 4 respectively. To make these proofs readable, technical estimates and

their consequences are collected and justified in the Appendices.

Finally, I would like to thank the referee for many valuable suggestions, especially

the short proof of our regularity results on stream functions (i.e. Proposition 2),

based on a transformation discussed in Ni [17] and Amick and Fraenkel [1].

2. Statement of the main results. Let (r, n, z) be a cylindrical coordinate

system on 7?3. Throughout this paper, we consider the flow of an incompressible

inviscid fluid with unit density in 7?3 such that the velocity field is symmetric

about the 2-axis, tangent to the half-planes r\ = constant, and zero at infinity. It is

natural and convenient to represent such an axisymmetric flow on the meridional

half-plane (n = 0) M = {(r,z)[r > 0, — oo < z < oo} with measure dp = 2%rdrdz.

At any instant, the velocity field on M can be described by a (Stokes') stream

function tp = ip(r,z), (vr,vz) = (—ipz/r,ipr/r) and its vorticity w = vrz — vz given

by w = — (L%p)/r with

L_rd_(id_\     _^_
dr \r dr J     dz2

We like to use a formulation in terms of a "vortex density" c (called vortex

c for simplicity) on the half-plane M, defined as c(r, z) = w(r,z)/r. We should

always assume c(r, z) is a bounded function with compact support in M. For

c = —(Lip)/r2, let us take ip = fMGcdp as the associated stream function to c.

Here, the Green1 function G can readily be found as

G{r z r> z>) = rLC_cos^'_
l''   '    ;     8tt2J_„ [(z-z')2 + r2 + r'2-2rr'cosn>}W

Now, the kinetic energy E, the impulse P, and the circulation T have the following

expressions [14, 9, 10, 5].

E=\f ipcdu=\f (ip,c),
LJM LJM

P=       r2cdp,        r= /   cdp.
JM JM

It is well known that c, dp, E, P, and T are invariant under axisymmetric motions of

an incompressible inviscid fluid governed by the vorticity equation: ct+vTcr+vzcz =

0. Define also a noninvariant quantity Z = fM zr2cdp, similar to those in [5, 10].

As in [18], closeness of vortices can be measured by a L1-norm, ||c||i = /M \c\ dp.

For simplicity, we often take vortices f from a class V, which consists of vortices c

in the form c = xa, where xa denotes the characteristic function of some bounded

set A C M. A vortex c = xa & V, with C1 boundary dA in M, is called steady

if the vortex c propagates with some constant speed W in the z-direction. This is

equivalent to say that the relative stream function, tp = tp — ̂ Wr2 = constant on

the boundary dA of A (flux constant). The Hill's spherical vortex cH (of radius 1) is

a steady vortex such that f// = xh, H = {(r, z) 6 M\r2 + z2 < 1} with Wjj = 2/15

'Due to different normalizations, the Green function used here and those in [10, 18] are all

different by some factors.
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[14, 11]. Denote by cN(e) Norbury's steady vortex ring with speed W(e) found in

[18, 19]. It has the form cN(e) = xh„ He = {(r,z) e M]ipN(e) > 7(e)} with

4>n(£) = iPn(s) ~ ^W(e)r2. iPn(s) = fGcN(e)dp, 7(e) > 0. cN(e) approaches to

Hill's spherical vortex cH, W(e) —* WH, l(e) —* 0, and iPn(s) —► ipH pointwise as

e —► 0+. One can assume that H£ C 77, by proper scaling if necessary.

Now we are ready to state our main results.

THEOREM (H). There exist positive constants c3, 6 such that the inequality

E(cH) - E(c) > c3P(\cH - c\)2 holds for c e V when P(c) = P(cH), Z(q) =

Z(cH)(=0), andP([c-cH\)<6. Recall that P([t]\) = f r2[tl[ dp.

THEOREM (N). For each small e > 0, there exist constants c3 > 0, 6 > 0 such

that E(cN(e)) - E(c) > c3[[cN(e) - c||? holds for c e V, when P(c) = P(cN(e)),

T(c) = T(cN(e)), Z(c) = Z(cN(e)) (= 0) and \\cN(e) - c\\y < 6.

REMARK 1. The real numbers 7? acts on V via translations along z-axis. The

functions E,P,T, but not Z, are invariant under this action. Here, we take the

normalization Z(c) = 0 in Theorems (H), (N) to factor out translations. Otherwise,

the estimates are trivially false.

REMARK 2. One expects that, in Theorem (N), c3 —+ 0 as e —* 0, which relates

to the fact that one needs to use P(\c - cH\) instead of \\c - cH\[y in Theorem (H).

REMARK 3. Formally, a steady vortex ring cA can be characterized as an

extreme point of E(c) on "V, subject to P(c) = P(ca), T(c) = T($a) with the

propagation speed Wa/2 and the flux constant 7,4 as the corresponding Lagrangian

multipliers. The flux constant is zero for c# and positive for c^(e). So that the

circulation T(c) is prescribed in Theorem (N) but not in Theorem (H).

Denote by (pt(c) the vortex at time t, with initial vortex c • $t leaves "V invariant.

A steady vortex Ca is said to be stable with respect to a metric d if given any

e > 0, there exists a 6 > 0 such that to each c G V with d(c, ca) < 6, and to each

t > 0, d($((c), 3>t-(?A)) < £ for some t*. Intuitively, it means that $t(c) (t > 0)

remains close to Ca modulo a translation along the z-axis for c sufficiently close

ca- An analogous stability result for soliton solutions of KdV equation has been

established by Benjamin in [4].

Using methods from Wan and Pulvirenti [21] and Tang [20], we can obtain the

following stability results.

COROLLARY (H). Hill's spherical vortex ch is stable relative to the metric du,

where

dH(cy,c2) = P(\cy-c2\) + \Z(cy-c2)\.

COROLLARY (N). For sufficiently small e > 0, the nearly spherical vortex Cjv(e)

is stable with respect to the metric d^, where

djv(ci,c2) = ||ci -t;2[\y + \P((y-<;2)[ + [Z(cy - c2)\.

In what follows, we will establish various inequalities. Thus, for convenience, we

will take C as a generic constant, i.e. a constant which may have different values

in different places.

3. Proof of Theorem (H). Denote by (p, 0) the polar coordinates on M =

{(r,z)\r > 0} with pcos0 = z, ps'm0 = r.
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The stream function of Hill's spherical vortex cH is given by

■♦w        Jratf-"2]     forp<l,
tpH = r1 ■ 4>h,    with 4>H = \

I i[2/3p3]        forp>l.

(See [14], also Remark 4 in Appendix.) Thus, 0# has a constant value 0o = js; on

p=l.
Step (1). Reduction to a radial case c* (i.e. f* = xd*, 7?* = {(p,0)\p < g(0)} for

some C1 function r/, 0 < g < 1 on [0, tt]).

From Proposition 2 in Appendix B, to each c = Xd, one can write tp (=

jDGdp) = r24> with ^aC1 function on M, and cp is C1-close to (pH on p < 2

if P(\c - Ch\) is small. In what follows, we assume that P(\c - cH\) is sufficiently

small.

For any cp C1-close to 0# on p < 2, p = (py,p2) close to 0, set c*^ = xv

with D* = {(r,z) e M|p < 2, 0 - -r\ - pi/2 - p2z > 0}. Consider the map

F(p,<p) = (P(c;i0) - P(cH), Z(c;>(j>)). Computations show that

det7?„F(O,0„) =   _2°07r/3    _g°/3   *0.

So for 0 enclose to <ph on p < 2, there exists unique p = p(0) close to (0, 0), such

that F(p((p),tp) = 0 by an implicit function theorem. Now define c* = <;*,,, , =

Xd- for each c, with P(\c — cH[) sufficiently small. Observe that P(c*) = P((h)-

Z(c*) = Z(cH) (= 0), and the boundary dD* of c* in M is C^-close to the boundary

p = 1 of cH.

Choose numbers <py,4>2 close to (pr, = j*;, <p2 < <Po < <Pi, such that P(S) =

P(D\D*) = P(D*\D)P(T), where P(S) means P(xs) etc., and S = {(r,s) €
M\(p2 < <p(r,z) < <po}, T = {0n < <P(r,z) < tpy}. One can readily establish the

following formulae (as in the proof of lemma 1 in [21]).

(i)

P(S) = P(T) = (3(<p2 - <p0) + 0(102 - 0o)|)

= [3(<P0 - cpy) + o([<Po - <Py\)        with/?=- — ,
15

(")

j <Pr2 dp = <P0 = P(S) + l-H(4>2 - 0O)2 + o(|02 - 0O|),

j 0r2 dp = <p0 = P(T) - i/?(0o - <Pi? + o(|0o - 0i|).

(i) and (ii) imply that there exists cy > 0 (^ 15/327r) such that

/ <pr2dp- [ (pr2dp > cy(P(S) + P(T))2
JT JS

= Cy(P(D\D*) + P(D*\D))2 = Cy[P([<* - t|)]2.

(c* - c,tp) > fT<pr2dp - fs<pr2dp by using the fact that <p > 0n inside D*,
(p < 0o outside D* and our chosen properties for S, T. By the above inequalities,

and the fact E(c* - c) > 0, one has

E(V -E(e) = (c*-c,tp) + E(c*-c)>cy\[ r2|c*-c| dp]   .
.JM
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Thus it remains to show that

E(ch) - E(c*) > c2P(\cH - f*|)2    for some constant c2 > 0.

Indeed,

E(cH) - E(c) = (E(cH) - E(c*)) + (E(c*) - E(c))

>c2P(\cH-c*[)2 + cyP(\c*-c[)2

> c3P(\cH -c|)2    with c3 = imin(cx,c2).

Step (2).   Second order analysis.  To each C1 function g on [0,ir], 0 < g < 1,

define a vortex

(1   iip<g(9),
9      \ 0   otherwise.

(Thus, cH = Xi-) Set ipg = /Gxg, J = dp/dx = 2irrp (dx = drdz), and Jq =

J[P=i = 27rsin0. To functions k,k' on [0,-ir], let ((k,k')) = f*sin0k(0)k'(0)d0,

and[\k\\2 = ((k,k)).
The second order Taylor expansion of E(xi+h) near xi is given by

E(xy+h)-E(Xy)=\r^f        Joh2d0

(3.1) °       P   p=i

+^ r r GoJoJohh' d0d0' + o(\\J0h\\22)
* JO   Jo

where, J0 = Jo(0'), h' = h(0'), G0 = G(1,0; 1,0'). We sketch the proof here, for it

is a modification of a proof presented in Proposition 2, [21].

(3.2) E(Xy+h) - E(Xi) = (Xi+ft - Xi, 0i) + 5<Xi+fc - Xi,0i+fc - V>i>-

Using the fact that tpy = r2 ■ <pn, one can have

(*Py)J = (rPyJ)(l,0) + h(0)   0,^ + J^L   (l,0) + o(sm20[h(0)[).

Thus,

(3.3) (xi+h-Xi,^i)= j\i\p=iJohd0+-^j"Uy^ + J^ h2d9

+ o(\\JQh\\l).

From the uniform boundedness of the term J* (G/Vsin tfv/sin 0')2 d0', one can es-

tablish

(3.4) (ipi+h-ipi)(p',0')= [* GoJo(0)h(0)d9 + o(Vsi~n~01\\Joh\\2)
Jo

and

/•tt rl + h(0') (    rn \

I    dO' / J'dp' \ I   GoJohd0\
(3 §\ Jo        Ji Uo )

=\r r G0j0j0hti dodo*+O(\[j0h[[i).
<■ Jo   Jo
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Equations (3.4) and (3.5) imply

(3.6) (xi+h-Xi,TPi+h-ipi) = r f GoJoJohh'd0d0'+ o([[J0h[[2).
Jo   Jo

Notice also,

0 = P(Xi+h) - P(Xi)

^ =   rA       Johd0+\r \r2^+ Jd-f\        h2d9 + o(\[J0h2[[).
Jo      \p=1 2 J0   [    dp dp\ p=1

The second order Taylor expansion formula (3.1) follows from equations (3.2), (3.3),

(3.6), (3.7) and the relative stream function 0# = tpy - ^War2 = 0 on p = 1.

Introducing the function fc = J^h, and using dtpn/dp = —| sin 0,

(3.8) 7?(xi+fc)-£(xi) = ±(<fc,Tfc)) + 0(||fc||2)

where

Tk = ——k + Kk   and   Kk(0) = ^—:f   Gok(0')d0',
107T sin 0 J0

a bounded selfadjoint linear operator.

By Proposition 1 in Appendix A, the selfadjoint operator T has eigenvalues

-1/IOtt + l/27r(2n + 1), n = 1,2,..., with eigenfunctions P^(cos^). Here, {P*}

denotes the Legendre functions of order 1.

Let fc = fct + kn be a L2-orthogonal eigenspace decomposition of T, with {fcn}

the space spanned by P} = sin^, P2X = 3 sin 0 cos 0. T has eigenvalues < —1/607T,

when restricting to the eigenspace {fcn}. Therefore, there exists n > 0 (small) such

that

(3.9) ((fc,Tk)) < -(l/707r)||fc||2,        if ||fcn||2 < i?||fc||a.

P(Xi+h) = P(Xi), Z(xi+h) = Z(Xi) imply ||fcn||2 - 0(||fc||2) (cf. (3.7)).   Thus,
equations (3.9) and (3.8) give

(3-10) ^(Xi+ft)-^(Xi)<-8^lt^||l-

Finally,

P([xi+h ~ Xi\) = I      /        2irpsin0  p2 sin2 0pdp  d$

(3.11) [■*       ,       ,_
< C /    sin3/2 c?|\/sin^Joft| dO        (C > 0)

Jo
< C||./o/i||2    (by Schwarz inequality).

From equations (3.10) and (3.11) we obtain the required inequality in Step (2),

E($H) - E(c*) > c2P([cH - c*|)2 for some constant c2 > 0.

Clearly, combining Step (1) and Step (2), we establish the desired inequality,

and thus, we complete the proof of Theorem (H).
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4. Proof of Theorem (N). We find it is convenient to use the polar-like

coordinates (-ipN(e),a) on M. Recall that */>jv(e) stands for the relative stream

function of Norbury's nearly spherical vortex Cjv(e) = xhc, and a is the angle

between the ray X0X and X0Xy, where X0 = (|,0), Xy = (±, 1) and X = (r,z).

In what follows, e > 0 will be fixed and small (to be determined later). Also, for

such a e > 0, c is sufficiently L1 -close to Cjv(e).

Set Is = dp/d(-tpN(£),a)[dHs, and claim that

(4.1) 0 < I£ < 80n/r   for (r, z) € dH£.

Indeed,

2tt_ ld(iPN(£),a)

u2) Is      r     d(r'z)

1_   2 - 4r2 - 2z2 + 2(j>E + r((pe)r    -2rz + r((p£)z
1 n do= da
1U dr dz

Thus

Here, we represent dHe as

Me) = ^[(1 - r2 - z2) + 0£] = 7e       (= l(e) > 0)

with 7£, 0£, (4>e)r, (4>e)z —* 0 as £ —> 0. Let po = distance from Ao to (r, z) (e dHE)

(so po < 2). Using (107£/r2)(± - 2r) > -r/10, one gets

2ttpo sr[.     r     r]      r   1    . . .

Thus, 0 < h < (40ir)p0/r < 80n/r.
From equation (4.2),

1 do:
I^IS I iSF8i°'S1'-1       on" = 1' ri0-

,r'°  liif'-^li'-" -'-misi.
pointwise, as e -» 0.

5<ep (1). Reduction to a radial case c*. For any rp C1-close to xPn(z) on p < 2,

P = (Pi,P2,P3) close to 0, set c*^ = xd- with

D* = {(r, z) e M\p < 2, 0 - \WN(£)r2 - \pyr2 - p2zr2 - p3> 0}.

Consider the map

F(p,0) = (P(c^) - P(cN(£)), Z(<;^),T(c;^) - Y(cN(e))).

Computations show

- C r2Ie (£) da     - C r2I£(zr2)da      - ^ r2Ie da

DpF(0,ipN(e))=    -f0"r2zl£\^)da     - £*r2zl£(r2z)da     - £* r2zl£da  .

- C le (4) ^        - fi" I£(r2z) da - C I£ da
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Using the estimate I£ < 80rr/r, one can obtain

-20tt/3        0        -20tt
D^F(0,^(e))^        0 -8?r/3       0 as e -> 0.

-107T 0 -oo

Thus, detDllF(0,ipN(e)) ^ 0, for e small. So for 0 enclose to rpN(e) on p < 2.

There exists a unique p = p(ip) close to 0 such that F(p(ip),ip) = 0.   Now, set

f* = £(*).* = Xd*- 0bserve that' for this f* P(^ = p(^(£))' r(?*) = r(?"(e)),

Z(c*) = Z(fjv(e)) (= 0), and the boundary dD* of c* is C1-close to boundary dH£

of cjv(e) (=XtfJ-
Since 0(e) < 0 is a neighborhood of 77£ in the half-plane M. The arguments

in [21] can be carried through easily. Thus, one gets (c* - c,0) > ci||c* - c\\y for

some constant cy > 0 and it remains to show that

E($n(g)) ~ E(c*) > c2||cAr(e) - c*||2    for some constant c2 > 0.

Siep (2). Second order analysis. To each C1 function g = 9(a) on [0,27r]

(-27(e) < 3 < 0), define a vortex

f 1    if -TpN(s)<9(a),

I 0   otherwise.

(Thus, cN(£) = x—,(£).) To functions fc = k(a), fc' = k'(a) on [0,27r], let (fc,fc') =

J0 n k(a)k'(a) da, and |fc|2 = (fc, fc). By arguments as in [21], we obtain the second

order Taylor expansion of E(x—i(e)+h) near x_i(e):

(4.3)
,       r2lt y       c2tt     r2lT

E(x-l{£)+h) - E(X-1{£)) = - J     I£h2da+-J     J     G£I£I£lhh'dada'

+ o(\I£h\2).

where G£ = G\dHc ■ This formula is easier to get than the analogue formula (3.1) for

Ch, because one needs to worry about the weight sin# in estimating the remainder

term in (3.1).

Introducing \/7lh = fc, and noticing [I£h[2 < C(e)|fc|2 (with C(e) —► 00, as

e\0),

(4.4) E(x-l{£)+n) ~ E(X-1{£)) = \(k,T£k)+o([k\2)

where T£k = —k + K£k, and

/■27T

Kek= K£k'da',    with K£ = GoVhy/T^.
Jo

Define
/•27T

K0k = /     K0k'da',    with K0 = G0\/%y/%.
Jo

One can establish that

r2rr /.2tt

/     K*(a,a')da\ j     <*(a,a')da' < C
Jo Jo
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for some constant C > 0 (i.e. independent of a). We illustrate only the proof of

the more complicated case: f* K£ da' < C. Indeed by I£ < 80ir/r and Lemma 1

(in Appendix B),

[K?da<c[ ln*(r-)d-fds + c[ ^(r-)-^-d(-s)
J Js<r/2,r<r> Vs/   ds Js<r/2,r'<r Vs/  «(-s)

r /„3/2   '3/2\4

From a geometric consideration about dH£ as shown in Appendix C, da'/ds,

da'/d(—s) < C (i.e. Corollary 2). Observe also

(?)M^)6-[2(2+1)]6        (f0rr'^ + S)-

Hence, we obtain

f Kt da' < C.

As a consequence of these estimates,

ff \Ke - X0|2 dada' ^ 0   as e - 0

and Ke is 7/2-close to Ko as linear transformations.

It is natural to regard k(a) as a function defined on p = 1, r > 0 and r = 0, \z\ <

1. Identify k(a) as (k1(0),k2(z)) as a L2-space, where fc1 = fc|p=i,r>o\Jda/d0p=y,

fc2 = fc|r=0jz|<lv/da/d^r=o. Thus, 7i'o(fc1,fc2) = (Kk1,0) with

Kk\0) = IOtt f Go k\0')d0'.
Jo   v sin 0 vsm 0'

So the operator T = —I+Kq has eigenvalues —1, — l-r-5/(2n+l) with eigenfunctions

(0,fc2(z)), (y/sfm~0Pr\(cosO),O),n=l,2,....

Let k = kt + kn be a L2-orthogonal eigenspace decomposition with {fcn} the

subspace spanned by (>/sin0P11,O) and (v/sinflP^ >0). The operator —I + Tfo has

eigenvalues < —4, when restricting to the eigenspace {kt}. Hence, there exists

n > 0 (small) such that

(fc,Tfc)<-i|fc|2    if|fc„|2<n|fc|2.

For T£ = -I + K£ if L2-close to T = -I + K0, we have

(4.5) (fc,T£fc)<-||fc|2    if|fc„|2<n|fc|2.

From the expansion,

0 = P(X-l{e)+h)-P(X-1(e))

= /     r2[aHJehda+V- arIe     h2da + o([I£h[2)
Jo 2 Jo     d(-ipN(e))

one gets

(4.6) (ey(£),k)<C(£)\k\l,    with ei(e) = r2]dH, y/Te.
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Similarly, from the expansion of Z(x-1(e)+h) (= ^(X--y(e))) one has

(4.7) (e2(0,fc) < C(e)\k\\,    with ea(e) = zr2\dH,y/%.

Now, ei(e) -* ey = s/lOir (\/sm9P11,0) in L2-norm as e —► 0, and e2(e) —> e2 =

(•^10^/3) (Vsin 0P\, 0) in L2-norm as e —» 0. (Recall that I£ < 80ir/r from equation

(4.1).)

IM=    M^ + ̂ l^    <C[|(ei,fc)| + |(C2,fc)|]
|ei|2 |e2|2

(4.8) <C[(\e1-e1(e),k)\ + \(e1(e),k)\ + \(e3-e3(e),k)\ + \(ei(e),k)\]

= C(e)\k\l + J|fc|2    for some small but fixed e > 0 (by (4.6), (4.7))

< r][k[2    for |fc| small.

Equations (4.4) and (4.5) give

(4-9) E(X-l(£)+h) - E(X-1(£)) < -j,\k\l

Finally,

r2ir     r—~i(e)+h

(Ait* IX-7(«)+fc-X-»(e)li= /       / I£d(-iPN(£))  da
(A-IUJ 7o      ^--7(e)

< C|7£/i|2    for \h[2 small.

Thus, equations (4.9) and (4.10) imply the required inequality,

E(x-i(s)+h) ~ E(x-1(E)) > -c2\x-1{e)+h ~ X-<y(e)li-

By combining Steps (1) and (2), we obtain the desired inequality and we complete

the proof of Theorem (N).

Appendices

(A) Some integrals involving G.

Consider the equation —Ltp/r2 = c in polar coordinates (p, 0),

T  I          I               COS 0 000Lip = ippp-2   ■    „V>8 + -S-.
H     p2 sin 0 p*

Let (pn be a C1 function defined by

r  -pn+i+Clpn-i    f0T p<a, n=l,2,...,

I c2p~n~2 for p> a,

where ci = [(2n + 3)/(2n + l)]a2, c2 = [2/(2n + l)]o2"+3. Set

f (4n + 6)pn~l    forp<a,

\ 0 for p > a.

Proposition i. (a)

p sinf?0n—— = /    /    GZn-j—dp,        r = cos9.
dr       J0  J0 dr
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(b)

0   J     lNsin2^= f*G^sin&dO'.
27r(2n + l) dr       J0       dr

Here, Pn stands for the Legendre polynomial (indeed, Pj\(t) = (1 — r2)xl2dPn/dr).

PROOF. Let ipn = p2 sin2 0(pndPn/dr and cn = tf,ndPn/dr. (a) follows by check-

ing %pn € C1, 0„ —► 0 as p —y oo, and -L0„/r2 = fn. To obtain (b) we differentiate

(a) with respect to a at p = a = 1.

REMARK 4. (1) Putting n = 1 in (a), it gives the stream function of Hill's

spherical vortex.

(2) (b) implies that G has a series expansion

sing sin0' y> Pr](cos9)Pr](cos0')

4tt       ^ n(n + l)

This fact can be found in [18, p. 267].

(B) Regularity results for —Ltp/r2 = c.

(1) For 0 = fGcdp, estimates about kernel G will provide information about

0. Let us state Lemma 3.3 in [10] as

LEMMA 1.   (i) (0 <) G < Crln(r/s) for s < r/2.

(ii) (0 <) G < Cr2r2/sz for s > r/2,

where G = G(r, z, r', z'), s2 = (r - r')2 + (z - z')2.

Arguing as in Lemma 3.4 [10], one can establish

COROLLARY 1.   For c e 1) with f (dp, / r2cdp < N,

(0<) 0(r,z) <C(N + l)min{r,r-1/2}.

Hence, 0 is bounded and ip —* 0 as r —► 0 or r —► oo.

(2) For L is elliptic away from the z-axis, from elliptic theory, we know 0 =

fGcdp is C" on r > 0 for c £ L°°. Notice the function ipn/r2 is C" on r > 0,

where 0n is introduced in Appendix A, with —Lipn/r2 = cn e L°°. Now, define

0(r, z) = 0(r, z)/r2 on r > 0 for 0 = / Gc dp.

Proposition 2. (a)

l#^)l<Ckl^P(kl)2/5
(b)

|0r(r, z)\, \(Pz(r, z)\ < Cdcl^Pdcl)2/5 + [^P(W&)

for r2+z2 < 3.

Here, we follow some ideas in [17, 1]. Consider 0, c as functions on R5 via

r2 = x\ + ■ ■ ■ + x\, z = x5. One can readily see —c = As0, 0 = / G5(dx, f ]c\ dx =

(A4/27r)P(|c|). Here, A5 = the Laplace operator on R5, G5 = l/3A5|x-x'|3, with

A$(A$) = the area of unit sphere in R4(R5).

Proof of Proposition 2. (a) To each xeR5,

\4>(x)\< f \G5c\dx'+f \G5c[dx'
J \x — X'\<£ J\x — X'\>£

< % [klooe2 + ̂  / l?l dx\ = C\c[U5 (I If I dx}

by choosing £5 = J \c\ dx/|c|oo-
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Thus, (a) follows by observing / \c\ dx = (A4/2ir)P(\c\).

(b) Denote by ||u||m,p,n = J2\a\<mUa |7}Qu|pdz)1/p the Sobolev norm of u on

the domain fi. An interior estimate for Laplace operator A5 gives

(B.l) ||0||2,p,n'<C(||c||o,P,n + ||0||o,p,n),

where fi' = {x € 7?5|r2 + z2 < 3}. fi = {x € 7?5|r2 + z2 < 4}.

From (a),

(B.2) ll^llo,P,n<C|c|^5(||c|dx)     .

Notice also,

(B-3) lkllo,P,n<Ckl^1)/p(/kl<fe)   ".

Combining inequalities (B.l), (B.2), (B.3), one gets

||0||2,P,rr < C [|f |^5P(k |)2/5 + If ir 1)/pP(|f |)1/p] •

Thus,

\4>A, 10,1 < C [|flL/5^(kl)2/5 + kl^(kl)1/6]     ^ r2+z2< 3,

by using Sobolev inequality with p = 6. Hence, we complete the proof of Proposition

2.
C. A geometric consideration about dH£. For small e > 0, H£ is a convex set

with C1 boundary dH£. Here, we give some information about variations of tangent

lines along dH£.

PROPOSITION 3. There exists 6 > 0 such that, for sufficiently small e > 0, the

difference between the angles of tangent lines with the z-axis of two points (r,z),

(r',z') on dHe is smaller than ir/2 — 6, when s < r/2. (Recall S2 = (r — r')2 +

(z-z')2.)

PROOF. Take m = 1/3, r* = m/2y/l + m2, z* = 1/2. It suffices to show

that the proposition is valid for 0 < r < r*, z > z*. Define a sequence of points

Pi = (r(Pi),z(Pi)), i = 1,2,3,4, counterclockwise on dH£ with z(Pi) > 0 via the

following characterizations:

at Py, z(Py) = 0, r(Py) is small,

at P2, the tangent line of dH£ has slope m,

at P3, the tangent line of dHe has slope 1/m,

at P4, r(P±) = 3m/4\/l + m2 (so that its tangent line has a slope that is close

to -v/16 + 7m2/3m < -1/m).

Thus, the variation of angles along the arc P2P4 or the arc P1P3 on dH£ is less

than 7r/2 — 8 for some 6 > 0. Computations show that

r(P2) = (10m7(e))1/3(l + o(l)),    r(P3) = (107(e)/m)1/3(l + o(l)).

As m2/3 < 1/2, the two points (r, z), (r', z') with s < r/2 lie in either the arc P2P4

or P1P3. Thus our proposition follows.
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COROLLARY 2.   [ds/da'[ > |cos(7r/2 - 6) on dH£ if s < r/2.

PROOF. We parametrize X e dH£ by its a-coordinate as X(a') = (±,0) +

(pocosa',p0sina'), where po = the Euclidean distant between (|,0) and X. Let

(r,z)=X(a)edH£. Thus,

ds_ __ [X(a') - X(a)]    dX__   dX_

da1 s da'       da' '

where r] is the angle between X(a') - X(a) and dX/da'(a'). By a mean-value

theorem, n equals to the angle between dX/da'(a") and dX/da'(a') for some a"

between a and a'. So, n < tt/2—6 by the above proposition. Notice also |dA/da'| >

Po ■> j- Hence, [ds/da'[ > ^ cos(7r/2 — 6).
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